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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the
Eas1tem District of Virginia
United States of America

)
)
)

v.
Nicholas Young

L_ _
Case No.. 1:16mJ

355 -----------.J

)
)
)
Defendant(s)

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT ·
I, the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
On or about the date(s) of October 2014 through July 28, 2016, in the county of
Eastern

in the

Fairfax

District of Virginia and elsewhere , the defendant(s) violated:

Code Section
18 U.S.C. section 2339B

Offense Description
Attempt to provide Material Support to a designated foreign terrorist
organization
·

This criminal complaint is based on thes,e facts:

See Attached Affidavit

0 Continued on the attached sheet.

Re-viewed by AUSA/SAUSA:
Assistant United States Attorney Gordon D. Krorr~

l

(

-·.

David Martinez, Special Agent, FBI
/s/
Theresa Carroll Buchanan
~ t e s Mag istrate Judge

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence.

1
Date:

l/

08/02/2016

\ -.:.

City and state:

Alexandria, Virginia

Judge's signature

Theresa Carroll Buchanan, U.S. Magistrate Judge
Primed name and title

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGIJ\HA
Alexandria Division

UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA

NTCHOLAS YOUNG

J

)
)
)

\',

l.

No. 1:16mj

~'.5

)
)

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

I, David Martinez, after being duly sworn. depose and state as follows:
1. I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI'"), assigned to the
Washington Field Office, Joint Terrorism Task Force (''JTTF"). I have been an FBI Special
Agent since 2010. As part of my duties. I investigate terrorist activities. I have participated in
numerous counterterrorism investigations, during the course ofwhich I have conducted physical
surveillance, executed court authorized search warrants and arrest warrants, and used other
investigative techniques to secure rele:vant information regarding various crimes.
2. This affidavit is submitted in support of a criminal complaint charging Nicholas
Young with attempting to provide material support and resources to a designated foreign terrorist
organization, in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 2339B.
3. I have personally participated in this investigation and have witnessed many of the
facts and circwnstances described herein. I have also received information from other law
enforcement and government officials; related to this investigation. The statements contained in
this affidavit are based on my own ob:servations, review of documents, recordings, and reliable
infonnation provided to me by other law enforcement officials.

4. This affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of obtaining a criminal
complaint and arrest warrant As a result, it does not include each and every fact observed by me
or known to the government. This affidavit summarizes the content of certain recorded
communications, which were recorded pursuant to the consent of at least one party to the
communication. When I assert that a statement was made by an individual, that statement is
described in substance and in part, but my assertion is not intended to constitute a verbatim
recitation of the entire statement. WhEm I assert that an event occurred or a communication was
made on a certain date, I mean that thi! event occurred or the communication was made "on or
abouf' that date.

l.

The Relevant Statute rund ISIL

5. On October 15, 2004, the United States Secretary of State designated al-Qa' ida in
Iraq ("AQI''), then known as Jam'at al Tawhid wa'al-Jihad, as a Foreign Terrorist Organization
1
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FTO'') under Section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act and as a Specially

Designated Global Terrorist under section l(b) of Executive Order 13224. On May 15, 2014, the
Secretary of State amended the desigo.ation of AQI as an PTO to add the alias Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant {"ISIL") as its primary name. The Secretary also added the following aliases
to the ISIL listing: the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham ("ISIS"), the Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria ("ISIS"), ad-Dawla al lslamiyya fi al-'Iraq wa'sh'Sham, Daesh, Dawla al lslamiya, and Al
Furqan Establishment for Media Production. Although the group has never called itself "Al
Qaeda in Iraq," this name has frequenttly been used to describe it through its history. On
September 21, 2015, the Secretary added the following aliases to the ISIL listing: Islamic State,
ISIL, and ISIS. To date, ISIL remains. a designated FTO.
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6. Pursuant to Title 18, United States Code. Section 2339B, it is unlawful for any person
to attempt to provide material support or resources to an FTO. '
7. Based on my training and e'}l.'"perience, I know that: (a) Sunni extremi sts and others,
who are not citizens or residents of Syria and Iraq, are traveling to Syria and Iraq to join !SIL and
commonly enter Syria by crossing the border from Turkey; (b) foreign fighters from Western
countries are traveling to locations in Turkey, including Istanbul, and then traveling to towns
closer to the border where they enter into Syria to join ISIL; (c) Abu Baker al-Baghdadi is the
current leader ofISIL; and (d) ISIL is also frequently referred to as ISIS (an acronym for the
Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham or the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria).

II.

Young, Chesser. Khali:fi. and Libya

8. Nicholas Young is a United States citizen who resides in Fairfax, Virginia, and is
employed as a police officer by the Washington Metropolitan Transportation Authority, where
he has been so employed since 2003
9. On September 12,2010, FBI agents interviewed Young in connection with the arrest
of Young's acquaintance, Zachary Chesser. Chesser had been arrested earlier in 2010 for
attempting to provide material support to al-Shabaab, another designated FTO. During the
interview, Young said that he was shocked by the charges. Young said that it would be Young's
religious and personal duty to tell someone if Young became aware of terrorist activity.
10. On January 24, 2011, an umdercover Jaw enforcement officer (''UCO'') reported on a
conversation that UCO had with Young (while UCO was acting in an undercover capacity).
Young said that he was wary of surveillance, and frequently took the battery out ofbis cell phone
when he wants to go somewhere to tallk. UCO reported that Young told UCO about an occasion
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when Young aimed an AK-47 style rifle out of the window of his residence while Young was
scanning for what he believed was law enforcement surveillance against him.

11. On February 28, 2011 , UCO reported on another conversation with Young. UCO
reported that Young stated that ifhe (Young) ever was betrayed by someone, that person's life
expectancy would be greatly diminished. That same evening, Young told UCO that, if Young
ever was betrayed, that person' s.head would be in a cinder block at the bottom of Lake
Braddock. In a discussion about FBI surveillance, Young said "we" should pour gasoline on
their cars and light them.

12. On March 10, 2011, UCO reported on another conversation with Young. UCO
reported that Young said that Young used to torture animals when be was a child. UCO reported
that Young said that Young despised the FBI, and that someone with Young' s skills could attack
an FBI establishment. UCO reported that Young said that firearms are not allowed to be brought
into the federal courthouse in Alexandria, but described a method that Young could bring
multiple guns into the courthouse undetected in order to distribute them to others inside.
13. UCO reported that, on MaLrch 21. 2011, he met with Young, Amine El K.halifi , and
another individual, and spoke about the fundamentals of marksmanship.

14. UCO reported that. also

Oin

March 21,2011, be shared a restaurant meal with Young

and A.mine El K.halifi. UCO reported that Khalifi said that Khalifi's Facebook page had been
taken down because Khalifi posted m1ujahidin information on it. UCO reported that UCO and
Young told Khalifi to be careful aboult his on-line posts, and that Chesser recently had been
arrested for his posts on-line.
15. UCO reported that, also
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March 21, 2011, Young said that he was angry with the

FBI for contacting Young' s family members and co-workers before speaking to him. UCO
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reported that Young spoke about finding out where the FBT Special Agent who questioned him
lived, and then kidnapping and torturing her UCO reported that UCO doubted that Young
seriously intended to act upon those words.
16. That same day, UCO repoirted that Young said that he was paranoid about cell
phones, and he felt that the FBI was investigating him. Young.said that he had several "burner
phones," which I understand to refer to phones that can be used temporarily and then cliscarded
and that are difficult to trace back to any particular user.
17. UCO reported that, on April 1, 2011, UCO and Young again shared a restaurant meal
with Khalili. UCO reported that K.ha.lifi said that this life is just a test, and that K.bali.fi was not
concerned with any worldly possessions. UCO reported that Kbalifi spoke of how shaheeds
(meaning martyrs; in this context, tho:se who die while conducting violent jihad) are sent to the
highest level of heaven. UCO reported that K.halifi said that Khalifi had a mission from Allah.
but did not state what it was. Young said that one of the greatest shaheeds is a convert who
eventually fights the kaffirs for the Miuslims.
18. UCO reported, also on April 1, 2011, that Young said that he had recently received a
moving violation for an illegal u-tum in Falls Church, but that Young did not tell the officer that
Young was h.imself a police officer be:cause Young feared that the traffic cop would check with
Young's department and find out that Young had already called in and said that he was on duty
when he was not. My FBI colleagues obtained a copy of the traffic citation that actually was
issued to Young, and also the records of the Washington Metropolitan Transit Police Department
that indicate that Young was scheduled to be on duty at the time that traffic ticket was issued.
19. UCO reported that, on April 4, 2011, UCO and Young again shared a restaurant meal
with Khalifi. UCO reported that UCO told Young ofUCO's concern for Khalili that Khalifi
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was posting mujahidin propaganda on Facebook. UCO reported that, in response, Young said
that Young would never talk about the things that Young was going to do, and that people would
find out what he was going to do after it happened. Young srud that if law enforcement searched
Young's home, they would have issue:s because Young was stockpiling weapons. Apparently
indicating what actions he would take against law enforcement personnel who attempted to
search his house, Young told UCO that is what amphetamines, ballistic vests and assault rifles
were for.
20. According to an interview with the FBI on September 10. 2011, Young srud that he
had traveled to Libya twice in 2011 and had been with rebels attempting to overthrow the
Qaddafi regime. Baggage searches conducted by Customs and Border Protection on his
outboW1d travel revealed that Young traveled with body armor, a kevlar helmet, and several
other military-style items. Young was searched upon his return after the May trip, and was found
to have brought the body armor back vvith him. Young said that on his second trip. he was
initially turned away at the Libyan boirder by Egyptian authorities, but that be then took a one
way flight to Tunisia, and made his w:ay into Libya from there.
21. UCO reported that, on January 26, 2012, Young said that he was paranoid that the
U.S. government was spying on Young through Young's electronic devices.
22. 1n February 2012, Khalifi was arrested and charged with attempting to use a weapon
of mass destruction (an improvised explosive device) in connection with his attempt to detonate
himself in the U.S. Capitol Building in Washington, D.C. That same day, the other individual
with whom Khalifi and UCO discussed the fundamentals of marksmanship on March 21, 2011,
was arrested for possession of a fireanrn by a convicted felon.
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13. ln a conversation recorded by UCO on February 26, 2012. Young said that Muslims
should actively try to uncover the informants who led to Khalifi's arrest.

Il.

Young and CHS

24. In 20] 4, Young met on about 20 separate occasions an FBI Confidential Human
Source ("CHS''). CHS posed as a U.S. military reservist of Middle Eastern descent, who was
becoming more rehgious and eager to, leave the U.S. military as a result of having had to fight
against Muslims during his deployment to Iraq.
25. As part of a conversation recorded by CHS on August 10, 2014, CHS told Young

that CHS wanted to join ISIS. CHS stated that, based on what ISIS was doing right now, it was
"becoming an obligation for us to go." When CHS asked, ·'bow long can we stay and wait?"
Young answered, ··Exactly.'' Young advised CHS to watch out for informants, and not to discuss
his plans with others. To minimize any suspicions on the part of law enforcement or Customs
officials in the United States and Turkey that CHS was traveling to join 1SIL, Young further
advised CIIS to sign up with a tour group through a travel agency, and not carry with him more
than $10,000.
26. As part of a conversation recorded by CHS on September 11, 2014, Young again
warned CHS against trusting people ,¥ith knowledge ofCHS' s plans to travel to join ISIL.
Young told the CHS that undercover personnel will make contact with a person of interest to law
enforcement, assess them, and introduce them to other law enforcement personnel who
investigate and ultimately make an arrest. Young described to CHS a specific type of recording
device used by law enforcement to record conversations. Young also showed CHS a pro-ISIL
video on YouTube.
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27. As part of that same conversation recorded by CHS on September 11 , 2014, CHS
asked Young for Young's opmion on CHS·s plan to join ISIL. Young told CHS that CHS was
good to go, but that CHS should avoid putting any information.on-line or communicating by
email, because emails leave a trail for law enforcement to follow. Young advised CHS to reserve
a hotel and keep a copy of the reservation to show authorities who might become suspicious of
CHS's overseas travel.
28. As part of a conversation recorded by CHS on Octpber 2, 2014, Young suggested
that CHS contact representatives oflSIL through social media Young recommended that CHS
use a «burner'· phone from wireless hotspots. Young suggested that CHS pack sturdy boots,
socks, and oold weather gear for his trip to join !SIL Young also recommended bringing sandals
so CHS's feet weren't in boots all the time. Young warned that binoculars might raise suspicion,

but getting a quality zoom camera could serve the same purpose. Young said that CHS could
spend from a week to two months tryjng to get across the border from Turkey into Syna.
29. As part of a conversation recorded by CHS on October 9, 2014. Young reminded
CHS that CHS did not need to join ISIL now. Young said that-"either way you•re not at the end
of a plank. you have breathing room. It's a lot of responsjbility in either case. There is no one

with a gun to your head that is counting down."

30, As part of a conversation recorded by CHS on October I 0, 2014, Young told CHS to
trust no one, and reminded him about Chesser being sentenced for making postings on-line. On
that same date, Young warned CHS to plan on getting stopped by authorities during his travels;
Young advised CHS to remain calm and to stick to his story that be was traveling as part of a
tour group, because the authorities would not know any different even if they acted as if they did.
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31. As part of a conversation recorded by CHS on October 17, 2014, Young repeated his
advice to CHS that he should plan on being stopped and questioned by authorities, but that CHS
simply should stick to his story that b(;: was with a tour group for his vacation. As part of a
conversation recorded by CHS on October 23, 2014, Young role-played with CHS what to say to
the border authorities in Turkey, and advised CHS that, ifhe got questioned, he should ask
questions about whether it was safe in Turkey, and say. "I am joining a tour and I make friends
easily."
32. As part of that same conversation on October 23, 2014, Young told CHS that when
law enforcement discovers that CHS may have traveled to Syria, law enforcement authorities
will Jook through CHS's phone records to see who CHS was in contact with. Young said that, in
a couple of weeks, he would send CHS a te>.1 asking whether CHS was back from CHS's
vacation yet; Young told CHS not to respond to that tex.1 because the text would be designed to
be found by the investigators looking into who CHS was in contact with before CHS's overseas
trip.
33. As part of a conversation recorded by CHS on October 24, 2014, Young and CHS
discussed what was planned to be C HS's imminent departure from the United States. Young
reiterated his warning that CH S should avoid creating a trail on Facebook or Twitter that would
enable the authorities to prove that he attempted to join ISIL. Young repeated that CHS was
likely to be stopped and questioned by authorities during hls travels, but that CHS also would be
allowed to proceed so long as CHS stiuck to CHS's story. As part. of a conversation recorded by
CHS on October 25, 2014, Young repeated the warning that CHS would not get in trouble wtless
CHS talked about or admitted his plans to join ISIL.
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34. As part of that same conversation on October 25, 2014. Young and CHS traveled to
a FedEx Office store and set up email accounts for use in communicating only with each other
once CHS made it to ISIL. Young set up an email account with the address that I will refer to as
Essakobayashi@xxxx.com, and CHS set up an email account with the address that I will refer to
as V4Vendetta@xxxx.com.
35. CHS then led Young to believe that CHS left the United States for ISIL, and later
actually Joined ISIL. In reality. once CHS led Young to believe that CHS had reached ISIL,
CHS had no further contact with Yow:1g. All further communications between Young and
CHS's email account were actually cc,n1IDurucations between Young and FBI personnel posing
as CHS. In the remainder of this affidlavit, I will refer to the FBI personnel posing as CHS as
"UC02'. (for Under Cover Officer 2).
36. Consistent with the ruse that Young discussed with the CHS on October 23, 2014.
Young sent a text message to CHS's eell phone on November 20, 2014, stating '·Salam. Hope
you had a good vacation. If you want to grab lunch after jumma hit me up." On this same date,
UC02 sent a message from the V4Vendetta@xxxx.com address to Young at the
Essakobayashi@xxxx.com address, indicating that CHS had reached ISIL, saying, "Essa, Salaam
Alaykum. I made it to dawlah 1 Mashallah words cannot explain .... "
37. On December 17, 2014, video surveillance captured Young using a computer at a
FedEx store in Fairfax, Virginia. At tlhat same time, UC02 received through the
V 4Vendetta@xxxx.com address a me:ssage from Young at the Essakobayashi@xxxx.com
address, congratulating CHS for making it to ISIL. Yooog sent another email from the
Essakobayashi@xxxx .com address to the V4Vendetta@xxxx.com account on December 24,
2014, describing for CHS how Young told some ofCHS's friends that CHS had made it to ISIL.
10

38. On January 9, 2015. UC02 received through the V4Vendetta@xxxx.com account a
message from Young's Essakobayash:i@xxxx.com account, expressing Young's thanks that CHS
was safe. In his message, Young proud.Jy referenced the murders of the staff of the Charlie
Hebdo magazine in France that h:ad occurred just days earlier:
Glad to hear things are going well and that you are safe. If you are unable to
write or get inJured perhaps you could give this email address to one of your
commanders so someome on this side of the world knows your status . . . yeah. I
can imagine they are monitoring communications as much as they can to try and
cause harm to you all. .. weJl, if you are in a comfortable situation down the road
and want to set something up to chat just let me know. Safety and security first
though of course. ~) May Allah make it easy on you ....Not sure if you got the
news there yet ... A couple brothers ... were named in an assault on a french
newspaper...Hopefully now people understand there are some lines you don't
cross.
39. Between February and July 2015. Young periodically used the
Essakobayashi@xxxx.com account to exchange messages with the V4Vendetta@xxxx.c0m
account that he believed was controlled by CHS. Young asked CHS to notify Young if CHS
encountered any of the mujahideen that Young served with in Libya in the "Abo Salem Suhada
Brig." Based on my training, experience, and knowledge of various terrorist organizations, I
believe Young' s reference to '·Abo Salem Suhada Brig" was a reference to a militia group in
Libya that has possible 1mks to al-Qae:da and that is known as the Abu Salim Martyrs Brigade.
40. On June 15, 2015, from Young' s Essakobayashi@x.xxx.com account, Young
emailed CHS at the V4Vendetta@xxxx.com account a request that CHS ask CHS ' s commanders
for advice as to how Young could move Young's money out of the United States. Young
explained that he needed the advice b"cause "[u]nfortunately I have enough flags on my name
that I can't even buy a plane ticket without little alerts ending up in someone's bands, so J
imagine banking transactions are automatically monitored and will flag depending on what is
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going on." Young emailed CHS again on June 26, 2015, repeating Young's request that CHS
ask his commanders about "a more advanced way of sending money."
41. On March 21 and 22, 2015, Young participated during off-duty hours in a weapons
training event provided by another Metro Transit Police Department officer. The officer
observed Young bring a large amount of ammunition to the training, and operate Young's own
firearms, including an Egyptian AK-47, a Kimber 1911 .45 caliber pistol, and an AK-47 AMD
rifle. On June 1L2015, the traming officer stated that Young said that Young also owned a
semi-automatic 5.45 variant AK-47 R PI<, an 8mm Mauser rifle, and a World War II-era Russian
Negant rifle. The officer reported thait Young once told the officer that Young wanted to buy a
crate of Negant rifles to hand out if things went bad.
42. On June 1, 2015, Young was interviewed at his residence by Jaw enforcement
regarding an allegation of domestic violence. ln the course of the interview, Young described
dressing up as "Jihadi John" for a 2014 Halloween party that he attended with a friend. Young
said that, as part ofhis costume, Youmg stuffed an orange jumpsuit with paper to portray a
headless hostage, and he carried that atround with him throughout the party. Young also said he
has dressed up as a Nazi before and collects Nazi memorabilia. Young showed a tattoo of a
German eagle on his neck. Young agireed that he knew that ISIS is a terrorist organization.
43. On December 3, 2015, the FBI interviewed Young, ostensibly in connection with an
investigation into the whereabouts of CHS. Young said that CHS had left the United States to go
on a vacation tour in Turkey approximately one year ago. Young said that he last saw CHS jn
October 2014, and had had no contact with CHS since October 2014. Young stated that Young
had hung out with CHS only about three to six times. Young said that CHS did not talk about
anything specific related to Syria that stuck out in Young·s mind. Young said that he knew ofno
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one in the United States or overseas who helped CHS cross the Turkish border into Syria. In
response to a request for an email address at which CHS might be reached, Young said that the
address was something like the name by which Young knew CHS (which was nothing like
·'V4Vendetta"), and named an intern<!t service provider that was not the service provider for the
V4Vendetta account through which Young believed that he bad actually been in contact with
CHS.
44. On December 5, 2015, thie FBI again intemewed Young, at his residence in Fairfax,
Virginia. Young again said that he beljeved that CHS had left the United States to go on a
vacation tour in Turkey approximately one year earJjer, and that Young was unaware of anyone
that CHS could have spoken with for travel guidance or advice. Young said that he had expected
to hear from CHS once CHS returned to the United States from his vacation, but that Young no
longer had any contact information for CHS.
45. On January 14, 2016: UC02 sent an email to Young through the Essakobayashi
email address that Young had set up with CHS on October 25, 2014. Among other things, the
message said that CHS ' s mother had been questioned about CHS ' s whereabouts. On February
17, 2016, Young responded to that mi;!ssage, sending an email from the Essakobayashi account t o
the V4Vendetta address. Young wrote that his reply had been delayed because he was being
careful in his communications. Young wrote that Young, too, bad been questioned about CHS
by law enforcement in December 2015.
46. That same day, Young also responded to an earlier email that UC02 had sent from
the V4Vendetta account, dated Nover:nber 15, 2015. In this reply, Young discussed. among other
things, the Paris attacks that had occurred just days earlier (resulting in approximately 130
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people killed and nearly 400 others injured). and how the attackers were misunderstood, and how
this gave the West a taste of what Muslims face every day.

ill.

Purchase of Gift Cards for Use by ISIL in Obtaining Mobile Messaging Software

47. On April 18: 2016, UC02 (posing as CHS) sent an email message from the
V4Vendetta account to Young' s Essakobayashi account, stating that Young could communicate
securely with CHS in the future by using a particular mobile messaging application to contact a
specific account CHS set up through that application. For ease of reference, 1 will refer to the
particular account that UC02 specified as the account through which to contact CHS as "CHS·s

.M:M Account.,
48. On July 14\ 2016, UC02 received a message through CHS ' s MM Account from an
account set up through that same mobile messaging application. The message expressed a
prayer that "the situation is better than the news portrays," and included the sender's statement
that he should have access to the mobile messa.:,oing account daily. As noted below, this message
was sent by Young.
49. On July 15, 20I 6, UC02 received an email oo the V4Vendetta account from
YoW1g's Essakobayashi account, osteinsibty notifying CHS that "Salam alikom brother, I
messaged you on the app ... " Inasmuch as (a) the address for CHS's MM Account had been
provided by the FBI to no one other than Young~ and (b) the message received by UC02 on July
14, 2016, was the only message that CHS's MM Account had ~eceived (other than messages sent
from the account provider or test messages from within the FBI), I know that the email that
Young sent on July 15, 2016, was designed to ensure that CHS knew that the message received
by CHS ' s MM Account the previous day was sent by Young. For ease ofreference, I will refer
to the specific account used by Young; on July 14, 2016, as "Young's First MM Account:·
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SO. On July 18. 2016, UC02 responded to Young through Young,s First MM Account.
UC02 wrote that ISIL used mobile messaging accounts to talk to individuals in the West seeking
to join ISIL, and purchased the mobil1e messaging accounts through the use of gift cards
(provided by an internet service provider) purchased in the West. UC02 wrote that ISIL needed
help in obtaining more gift cards (that could be used to set up more mobile messaging accounts
to communicate with more individuals in the West seeking to join !SIL) because the individuals

in the United Kingdom who previouslly had purchased the cards for ISIL (and then sent tbe codes
on the back of the cards to ISIL) no longer were doing so. UC02 wrote that JSIL
used each mobile messaging account only one time, and that !SIL had only a few codes
remaining. UC02 wrote that, with on.ly a few codes left, 1SIL would be unable to set up
accounts for all of the individuals in the West who wanted to communicate with ISIL in order to
join it. UC02 wrote.

If u can only send couple codes this okay we understand I would not be where im
today without u and Allah. May Allah swt reward our brothers in west and
reward you for ur effoirts.

51. On July 21, 2016, UC02 received through CHS's MM Account another message
from Young's First MM Account. In the course of that message, Young wrote "Interesting about
the cards. Why were the brothers in UK told to stop? Jnshallal:i more codes will come your way.
Many sting operations and setups in this area.~
52. On July 28, 2016, UC02 sent another message to Young's First MM Account,
explaining that the individuals in the United Kingdom stopped getting codes so they could save
for their travel to ISIL, and later they were brought to ISIL because their computer skills were
needed there. UC02 wrote that ''we still trying to get more code cards from few contacts in west
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but it difficult to trust anyone in the west anymore. .Any codes u can get will helpful and allow
us to help many make hijrah. Only ne,e d a few right now:1
53. On July 28: 2016, CHS ' s MM Account received a message from a mobile
messaging account that was not Young's First MM Account. The message included 22 sixteen
digit codes. The codes were accompanied by the message. «Respond to verify receipt .. . may
not answer depending on when as this device will be destroyed after all are sent to prevent the
data being possibly seen on this end in the case of something unfortunate." The codes were from

gift cards through the internet service IProvider referenced earlier by UC02 on July l 8, 20 16, and
redeemed by the FBI for $245. For ease of reference, I will refer to the specific account used by
Young on July 28, 2016, as ";Young's Second MM Account."
54. On July 29. 2016, UC02 sent a message to Young's First MM Account, stating
"MashaAllah may Allah reward you for efforts. This will help the brothers from Sudan seeking
to fight in path of Allh in khilafah."
55 . On July 30, 2016, UC02 received through CHS's MM Account a message from

Young 's Second MM Account, stating ''Glad it came through. Getting rid of device now... fo real .
Gonna eat the Sim card. Have a good day." UC02 also received through CHS's MM Account a
message from Young' s First MM Account stating '·Allah bless you. Stay safe. Waalikom
Salam.''
Conclusion
56. Based on the foregoing, there is probable cause to believe that, between in or about
October 2014, and on or about July 28:, 2016, in Fairfax County in the Eastern District of
Virginia, Nicholas Young knowingly attempted to provide material support and resources to a
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designated foreign terrorist organization, namely the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL),
in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2339B.

Wherefore, I request the issuance of an arrest warrant pursuant to the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure.

PURTilER IBIS AFFIANT SAYETI! NOT. / ~ ~_.-::-r=.,;)!!;.=~-:.,,-r--+--'
r
David Martinez
Special Agent, FB

Subscribed to and sworn before me on this 2nd day of August 2016.

/sf
Theresa Carroll Buchanan
.,A-----uro'ted States Magisuc1tt: Judye
~

THERESA CARROLL BUCHANAN
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE
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